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Overview
Do you waste time standing at a shredder everyday? Do you get
frustrated having to pull out staples before you shred
documents? The Rexel Auto+ shredder is an ultra efficient,
automatic feed bulk shredder designed to make high volume
shredding simple as minimal human intervention is required.
Thanks to the revolutionary Rexel automatic shredding
technology, you no longer need to remove staples or paperclips
before you shred documents. Simply load up to 500 A4 sheets of
paper in one go and leave the Auto+ shredder to get on with the
job; it can continuously shred up to 20,000 sheets in one day
without waiting for it to cool down saving you valuable time to
get on with your job.

The Auto+ is a high security shredder that shreds paper into
unreadable confetti sized particles (sized 3 x 20mm) making it
ideal for sensitive and confidential data. Featuring a security
password function that locks sensitive information into the
shredder whilst shredding is taking place to provide additional
security (a separate key is provided to unlock the shredder in
case the password has been forgotten). This high volume
shredder has an extremely large 83 litre capacity bin that holds
up to 1000 sheets of shredded paper meaning you have to
empty it less often. The Auto+ is a ultra quiet shredder (less than
60DBA) with a state of the art LCD panel that alerts the user
when it is ready, door open, bin full, reverse, overload/jam, or
needs maintenance such as oil now. The auto reverse and
forward jam features boost functionality to clear paper jams.

Features
• Automatic feed for minimal human intervention
• Casters fitted for easy manoeuvrability
• Confetticut (3 x 20mm) for high security• Continuous Operation• LCD Display (ready, door open, bin full, reverse, overheat,
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Technical Specifications


